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Executive Summary
Special Olympics celebrated the organization’s 50th anniversary with a series of events in Chicago USA,
the birthplace of Special Olympics from 17-21 July 2018. The celebrations spread across the first ever
Special Olympics Unified Cup presented by TOYOTA —with unified football where 24 female and male
teams of athletes with and without intellectual disabilities from all over the world competed — to the
lighting of the Eternal Flame of Hope monument, the Special Olympics Drive to the Global Day of
Inclusion festival that concluded with a star-studded concert headlined by Chicago’s Chance the Rapper
50 years ago, the first Special Olympics competition was held in Chicago’s Soldier Field for young people
with intellectual disabilities. The goal was to put a bright—and very public—spotlight on ability,
not disability. On 20 July 1968, 1,000 athletes from Canada and the United States competed in over 200
events including swimming, floor hockey, and track and field

Supported exclusively by Herbalife Nutrition, the premier global nutrition company, a Unified Football
female team of six athletes with intellectual disability and five athletes without Intellectual Disability
from India participated at the event following a series of training Camps held since March 2018. The
participants and coaches arrived from the states of Delhi, Goa, Maharashtra, Punjab, Kerala and
Rajasthan. Having practiced under the meticulous supervision of Mr Victor R Vaz, National Sports
Director, SO Bharat and also regularly in their respective states, the team competed with Mexico, Egypt
and Korea at the Unified Cup in Chicago (SOUFC 2018)
The resource team for the Camps included Coaches from the Delhi Dynamos Football Club and the SO
Bharat Coaches trained by the Tottenham Hotspur Foundation, with considerable focus on training the
goal keepers. Delhi Dynamos Football Club (DDFC) , the club of the capital city of India that plays in the
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Indian Super League (ISL) partnered with SO Bharat to extend training to the SO Bharat Unified Football
team. Their Coaches have been training the team across all the training Camps held so far along with
exclusive individual training to the Athletes along with their Academy players on a weekly basis.
Send Off
On Wednesday 11 July 2018 a Sendoff Ceremony was organized at the Shajahan Hall, Hotel Taj Palace
SP Marg New Delhi with approx. 200 persons in attendance. Five times World Amateur Boxing Champion
and Herbalife Sponsored Athlete Mary Kom was present at the event to wish luck to the participating team
“Special Olympics Unified Sports is a great initiative and it is amazing that the women from our country
will be representing our nation at the Unified Cup 2018. Wishing the entire team all the very best for the
game.”

Air Marshal (Retd) Denzil Keelor PVSM, KC, AVSM, VrC,, Founder & CEO SO Bharat said
“This is a glorious year for Special Olympics as it marks 50 years of the global inclusive movement. I would like to wish
my best to all the participating athletes and unified partners. It gives me immense pleasure to be able to prepare a
Unified Football female team to face global competition at this phenomenal platform manifesting football as a
medium of accelerating Inclusion. Joining us in our endeavours is Herbalife Nutrition, our long time partners and
exclusive supporters of our participation in this event”
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Special Olympics Unified Cup Chicago 2018 Presented by Toyota
While the Male teams played the 11-a-side competitions, the Unified female teams clashed in 7-a-side
matches. Special Olympics Bharat sent a Unified Football female team to the competition. The SO Bharat
contingent left for Chicago, USA on 15 July 2018

Monday 16 July 2018
All participating teams were taken to the Clark Park at CIBC 3400 N Rockwell Street for an hour of
practice drills. A Coaches Meeting took place at the Hotel Westin at 9PM
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Opening Ceremony - LIVE PLAY & WORK Unified
The Opening Ceremony was held at 11:30AM at the CIBC Fire pitch, Toyota Park Chicago reverberating
the message of building up a barrier free community. “Play your best; be your best” – cheered Ms Mary
Davis CEO SOI, addressing the audience at the Ceremony. The ‘Start your impossible’ Campaign by
Toyota motivated the audience to set any goal and make it happen!
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Tanvi and Shitu represented India along with two reps from each of the participating nations during the
Ceremony

Competitions
SO Bharat (B1) played three preliminary matches. The team clashed with SO Mexico, SO Egypt & SO Korea
from 17 – 19 July 2018.
17 July 2018 saw a thrilling clash between SO Bharat and SO Mexico on the first day. A closely fought
match where India held Mexico to a 0-0 draw. Some outstanding efforts were made towards scoring goals
showing a great performance put up by the girls. “Our goal keeper was like a rock who saved some
outstanding shots from the opponent’, Mr Satish Pillai, SO Bharat Board Member
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SO Bharat vs SO Mexico

While the match with Mexico ended in a 0-0 draw, matches against Egypt (18 July) and Korea (19 July)
brought the score to 3-0 in favour of Egypt and 4-3 with Korea in the lead
SO Bharat vs SO Egypt
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SO Bharat vs SO Korea
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The Award Ceremony took place at 2 :30PM on
19 July 2018 felicitating team SO Bharat for its
participation in the Special Olympics Unified
Cup 2018 Chicago USA. The Unified Cup
presented by TOYOTA winners were Slovakia
(female) and Ecuador (male)

Unified Football with the Celebrities
Shivani, Athlete from SO Bharat Rajasthan and Shitu , Athlete from SO Bharat Goa got an extraordinary
opportunity on 20 July 2018 to play a Unified Football friendly match with the celebrities at the Toyota
park which also hosted the semi-finals and the finals the same day
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The Legends Match included Hidetoshi Nakata, Dikembe Mutombo, Zico, Didier Drogba and more
Consulate General Of india- Chicago
The SO Bharat team was invited and congratulated for its participation by the Consulate General of India,
Chicago USA. They visited and enjoyed the warm hospitality of the office of Ms Neeta Bhushan who
upheld the work done by the Special Olympics movement, expressing excitement over participation of a
Unified Football female team from India

Healthy Athletes Screenings
Special Olympics Healthy Athletes Program, made possible by the Golisano Foundation in collaboration
with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, offered free health screenings to the Special
Olympics athletes competing in the Unified Cup in three disciplines: vision (SO Opening Eyes), dentistry
(SO Special Smiles), and physical therapy/fitness (SO Funfitness). The SO Bharat team got screened on
18 July 2018 across all the disciplines
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Athlete Input Council- Revealing the Champion in all of us
An Athlete Input Council was held at the Hyatt Regency with Shrey Kadian and Harpreet representing SO
Bharat on 19 July 2018. The Workshop was led by Ms Olga Yakimakho, Senior Manager, Organizational
Excellence, SOI.
Preparing the Athletes to assume leadership roles, the Workshop showed the participants parameters
of retaining audience attention while making presentations. It also encouraged them to give a thought
to how they could convince prospective employers to demonstrate their commitment to inclusion
through employing them. Bracing for higher roles, sharpening communication skills etc made the flow
of the workshop interactive and meaningful
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The Inclusion manifesto
We are not just Athletes. We are the Ambassadors of an uprising. Peaceful protesters
in a rebellion against anyone who has a fear o fdifference. Our demands are
equality,dignity,and the recognition of our shared humanity. We will not stop or accept
any thing less.We are deserving. When we compete,we’re fighting for a more inclusive
world. We are a champion on the field and for this cause.Today,our world is more
divided than ever,and coming together has never been more urgent
The Eternal Flame of Hope Monument

The Law enforcement officers, athletes, and the public ran the Flame of Hope from 31st Street Beach
through Soldier Field to the Eternal Flame of Hope monument on 20 July 2018. As an added surprise it
was also announced that the road by Soldier Field will be renamed Special Olympics Drive. Quote from
one of the speakers at the lighting ceremony for the Eternal Flame of Hope monument. In describing
Eunice Kennedy Shriver and the first Games in 1968, the speaker said it was “a ripple, that created a
wave that created a tsunami”
In the morning of 10 July, in honour of Eunice Kennedy Shriver's birthday, the Flame of Hope was lit from
the rays of the sun in Hyannis Port, Massachusetts, where she spent her summers sailing with her sister
Rosemary. This flame travelled to Chicago, where it lit the Eternal Flame of Hope on 20 July.
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To mark the 50th Anniversary of Special Olympics, the Eternal Flame of Hope — a permanent, 23-foot
monument honouring the birth of Special Olympics at Soldier Field in 1968 was erected. Read More
Global Day of Inclusion at Soldier Field
The Global Day of Inclusion was a family-friendly festival encouraging all people to make their cities more
inclusive. Day of Inclusion events included sports activities, games, exhibits, delicious food and live
entertainment. Capping off the 50th Anniversary festivities, Chance the Rapper featured the 50th
Anniversary Celebration Concert also featuring Usher, Smokey Robinson, and more

Light up for Inclusion

On 20 July 2018 more than 225 major
landmarks, stadia, and iconic buildings
around the world lit up in a tsunami of red
light moving from east to west; starting in
Sydney, across Asia, passing Chicago and
ending on the west coast of the US.
Light Up for Inclusion, was a global display
of unity representing the dawn of the
Inclusion Revolution. The idea for the Light
up for Inclusion came about in January
2018 at a conference. The target set then
was for 50 monuments around the world! Video
www.specialolympicsbharat.org
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India joined the display with the Hampi Uggra Narasimha Temple lighting up in the state of Karnataka

Chairman, SO Bharat at the Unified Cup 2018 Chicago USA
Dr Cdr Kartikay Saini Chairman Special
Olympics Bharat was invited by Special
Olympics International Office as a Board
member
of
Special
Olympics
International for the 50th Anniversary
celebrations at Chicago.
On witnessing the various matches
played by SO Bharat team Dr Saini
remarked “... When i met them at the first
Preparatory Camp, they seemed like
strangers
to
each
other.
The
transformation into a solid coherent &
unified team in the last few months is fully
credited to the coaches, unified partners, the National Sports Director &
the bravery of our athletes. Well done!”

Dr Kartikay Saini & Mrs Bakhtawar Saini were invited to the SOAP hosted breakfast reception attended
by the top management of SOI including Dr Tim Shriver & Ms Mary Davis. Dr Saini & Mrs Saini had the
honor of sharing the table with Chairman SOI, CEO SOI, Dr Dow, President SOAP, Minister of Bangladesh
among others including the First Lady of Special Olympics International Mrs Linda Shriver. Dr Saini was
felicitated by the CEO Ms Mary Davis on stage
www.specialolympicsbharat.org
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More Stories on 20 July 2018 from India
WWE Superstar, Braun Strowman visited Mumbai & Hyderabad engaging with approx 40 Athletes,
youth leaders and Family members in each of the cities
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Unified Sports Festivals & Fundraisers in Gurgaon & Mumbai with the youth leaders taking the lead in
planning the events. A Kick-a-Thon was organized in Mumbai (a charity 5-a-side Football tournament) at
the Lions Municipal Sports Complex, Santacruz

At the Scottish High International School Gurgaon, 5 disciplines, namely, Aquatics, Basketball,
Badminton, Football and Table Tennis were conducted in the Unified format as well as fundraisers. This
segment was especially incorporated into the SHISMUN Sports Fiesta this year, the school’s Annual
festival, in commemoration of 50 yrs of the movement
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The Special Wing of the St Joseph’s Convent, Jalandhar, Punjab lit up its building and celebrated the
occasion by conducting Unified Basketball friendly matches, flash mob and signature Campaign

Youth leaders in the Delhi NCR Region marked the day across Schools with diverse activities
TAGORE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, VASANT
VIHAR – The
President
of
the
Special
Olympics
Campaign that
the school has
recently
adopted,
dedicated
a
display board
to
Special
Olympics Bharat. The inauguration of that display board was done on
20th July 2018. The name of this campaign is SAKSHAM
AMITY UNIVERSITY, NOIDA UP – The Signature Campaign conducted by
the Amity Institute of Rehabilitation Sciences
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KOTHARI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, NOIDA - poster making competition for students of 9th and 10th
standard

CELEBRATIONS IN
CHANDIGARH – The
Students of Sadhna
Vocational Training
Institute of the
Mentally
Handicapped had a
fun
gala time with
group songs, group
dance and musical
chairs with the youth leaders. The teachers and more students
joined the fun dancing session
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Strengthening Inclusive Health- Bangalore & Mumbai
https://www.deccanchronicle.com/lifestyle/health-and-wellbeing/200718/world-oral-health-day-allyou-need-to-know-about-dental-hygiene-for-t.html
Dr Reena Kumar, Regional Clinical Adviser, Special Smiles formalized an MoU with the MS Ramiah
University of Applied Sciences at Bangalore for health and sports. The event included Special Smiles
screening with follow up care for 300 new athletes who were accessing oral health care for the very first
time

40 screenings were done by the IDA dentist team at the Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
Research Centre Mumbai. They gifted Camlin Colors to all the participating
children between 6 - 18 yrs. while Dr. Strong teeth had fun with the children.
Additionally, the Indian Dental Association has screened approx. 1300 Athletes in
Maharashtra during the Dental screening program organised by them along with
holding a teachers training program with representation from 23 schools during
17-20 July 2018. They also honoured 3 Athletes and Coaches who participated in
the 2017 Austria Games
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Unified Football- More than football
The experiences of the female Unified football squad that participated
at the Unified Cup Chicago were extraordinary and profound since they
first met with many lessons for all of us in what it truly means to be
inclusive.
Playing alongside Special Athletes at the first training Camp held in
March 2018 was a first for most of the 5 Unified Partners. After the first
day, a sceptical Unified Partner went back home telling her parents, ‘We
will be playing with people who are different- how would that happen’?
Another said, ‘I was trying to shout out to the Athlete for a pass but she
couldn’t hear!’. Similarly, an Athlete expressed discomfort to her Coach
at the thought of having to play with ‘superior’ players. All this, while
grappling with the language barrier as India is multilingual.
As Mr Victor R Vaz, National Sports Director said, “The Unified layout is
new to the Partners. It is not easy for them to change overnight. The
process has to be gradual while encouraging them too. They have their
own type of game and this format challenges them to change their
perspective. It begins with understanding the Athlete” As the players
gathered for the 4th training Camp, their growing teamwork was evident. They were coordinated, with
partners and athletes communicating well. As Vanshika (Unified Partner) said, ‘ I have learnt patience. In
fact I have learnt the sign language which helped me at a restaurant few days back!” and Bharti speaks of
learning to follow instructions of the Coach instantly. Read More
Media Coverage
Send Off
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Light up for Inclusion
https://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/currentaffairs/240718/care-for-us-special-olympics-team-lightsup-ugra-narasimha-in-red.html
https://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tpkarnataka/special-olympics-team-illuminates-hampis-ugranarasimha-in-red/article24491683.ece
ESPN Interviews Tom Shriver- We all have something
beautiful within us
http://kwese.espn.com/specialolympics/story/_/id/24114258/tim-shriver-talkspersonal-experience-special-olympics-which-turns-50years-old
Special Olympics kick off with celebrations, flame
dedication
The Special Olympics turns 50: Celebrating half a
century of 'the power of compassion and ...
Special Olympics celebrates 50th anniversary
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/media/99828805-132.html opening Ceremony
https://globalnews.ca/video/4343618/special-olympics-3
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/video/3903218-special-olympics-ceremony-at-soldier-field/
http://abc7chicago.com/sports/special-olympics-eternal-flame-of-hope-dedication-friday/3794616/
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/video/3902934-chicago-celebrates-special-olympics/
Radio Interview
Mr Victor R vaz was interviewed by Mr Sachin from Radio Paani Poori . The program was aired on 21 st
and 22nd July 2018 . Radio Paani poori is a community radio channel geared specifically for Chicago, USA
and brings in local news, information, talk shows etc https://bit.ly/2zWtie3

SO Bharat is thankful to Herbalife Nutrition for supporting particiption at the Unified Cup
2018 Chicago USA
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